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DIRICHLET PROBLEM FOR DEGENERATE ELLIPTIC EQUATIONSt1)

BY

AVNER FRIEDMAN AND MARK A. PINSKY

ABSTRACT. Let Ln be a degenerate second order elliptic operator with no zeroth

order term in an m-dimensional domain G, and let L = LQ + c. One divides the boundary

of G into disjoint sets 2j, 22, 2,; 2, is the noncharacteristic part, and on Z?

the "drift" is outward.  When  c is negative, the following Dirichlet problem has

been considered in the literature:  Lu = 0 in  G, u is prescribed on ï,Uï,. In

the present work it is assume that c < 0.  Assuming additional boundary condi-

tions on a certain finite number of points of £,, a unique solution of the Dirichlet

problem is established.

Introduction.  Consider the second order degenerate elliptic operator with

smooth coefficients

mn ,        1    A        f v  d2u Ä , , v du
(0.1) Lu = - £   a..ix) j-j-  t y WdT.

i,;=l i    ;       1=1 i

in a smoothly bounded domain G in Rm. The Dirichlet problem for the equation

Lu + cix)u = 0 in G has been treated by many authors (see [5] and the references

contained therein). In all of these approaches, the boundary dG is decomposed

as follows:

Y   = J x e dG;   ¿   a ..(x)v¿v. > Oí      Hv.) = outward normal),
' ¿i7 = l '

12 = {x edGMy, £   (*/*)-! ±^Lix)jVi> 0J,

A typical result of these theories asserts that the equation Lu + c(x)a = 0

has a unique solution in some function space when data are prescribed on
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22 U 2j and when it is further required that c(x) < c0 < 0 in G. In case c0 = 0,

Stroock and Varadhan [7] have shown that the Dirichlet problem in Rm has a

unique solution with data prescribed on 22 U 2, provided that the paths of the

associated diffusion process exit G "sufficiently fast." We intend to show that,

if this last condition fails, we can still find a unique solution provided that we

assign data also on a certain portion of 2j. This possibility was never con-

sidered before, to the best of our knowledge. Our method is entirely probabilistic,

inspired by our previous work [3], [4] on the stability properties of stochastic

differential equations.

The points of 2j at which we must assign data are precisely the points to

which the associated Markov process converges when t —» ». These "dis-

tinguished boundary points" are defined in terms of the normal and tangential be-

havior of the diffusion process, in contrast to S2 U 2, which only depends on the

normal components of diffusion and drift. For technical reasons we will only con-

sider cases where there exist a finite number of distinguished boundary points,

together with an arbitrary configuration of 22 U 2,. We denote by 2j the com-

ponent of dG containing all of the distinguished boundary points.

In §§2—5 we consider the case m = 2, and in §6 we consider the case m > 2.

§§1 and 2 contain preliminary results on the boundary behavior of solutions

x(i) of the stochastic equations

dx. = ¿ o.rix)dwr + b{ix)dt      (1 < i < 2)
r=l

in a special domain in the plane. For technical reasons we assume that when o

and b vanish simultaneously on-5^, they do not vanish faster than a linear func-

tion. In §3 we consider a general domain in the plane and show that either xit)

attains 22 U £3 in finite time or else converges to some distinguished boundary

point while remaining inside G for all / < ». In §4 we prove the differentiability (as a

function of the starting point) of the probability that the process will converge to

a given distinguished boundary point. Finally in §5 we consider the Dirichlet

problem in a general domain in the plane, combining the results of the previous

sections with known results [6] on the behavior of the diffusion process near

The results of §§2—5 can be extended to m > 3; this is briefly discussed

in §6. However, the main result of §6 is a theorem which even for m = 2 is not

included in §§2-5.

1. Boundary behavior of stochastic solutions in annular domains. Consider

a system of two stochastic differential equations

(1.1) dx. = ¿ o.six)dws + bf,x)dt      ii = 1, 2)
s = l
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where w it), • ••, w"it) ate independent Brownian motions. Let a = ia ..) = oo*

where o = io.g), o*= transpose of o. We assume

(A) The functions o. ix), b .(x) and their first two derivatives are continuous
2

and bounded in R .

Let G be a bounded domain in R  . For simplicity we first take

G = \x;l< |x| <2|.

Denote by dG the boundary of G. We shall assume

(B) On dG,

2

(1.2) r v.*/-0'
»'.7=1

2 r    ,2 aa.ri

where v is the outward normal to dG (with respect to G).

Let R(x) be a positive C    function in G, which coincides with distCx, dG)

when the latter is sufficiently small. Let

Ñ      ¿ âR  dR
(I =   >    a..-*— -s—,

.4-,   '7ax. dx.
1.7 = 1 »       7

£-.    »5x7    2  .4-,    udxdx.'      *    R\       2R/

(C) For some p > 0 sufficiently small,

Q(x) < -ö0 < 0    if 1< |x| < 1 + p      (<90 constant),

ö(x) > eQ > 0   if 2 - p < |x| < 2,

ö(x) > 0   if 1 + p < \x\ < 2 - p, VR(x) 4 0,

¿   a. (x) -^- < 0   if 1 + p < |x| < 2 - p, V R(x) = 0.
i,; = l      '       OXXJXj

By Theorem 1.1 of [4] and by slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 2.1 of

[4] we get

Lemma 1.1. If (A)—(C) Wa* then, for any solution xit) of (1.1) with x(0)eG,

Pjx(i) e G for all t > 0] = 1,       Pí|x(í)| -» 1 as t -*<»!= I.

It is actually sufficient to assume that o    ate continuously differentiate in

R    and twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of dG.

We shall now analyze the limit set of xit) on |x| = 1 (as / —» oo). For this,
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we introduce polar coordinates (r, <j>) as in [4], We find that

(1.4)   ar = ¿ osir, <f>)dws + bir, cf>)dt,      dtp = ¿ £ (r, <f>)dws + %, <p)dt
S=l s=l

where

'o'J.r, (p) = ols cos <p + o2s sin rp,       bir, rp) = bx cos rp + ¿2 sin 0 + =— (a(x)Ax, Ax),

%/     ,v       sin 0           cosrp              $s,    .v      siniá,      cosri,       1 . / x.   ,x.
osir,4>) =--a\s +-^-°2s*       bir,<p) =-£bx +-£b2 - -¿{aMA, A );

here

A = (cos <f>, sin 0),      \   = (-sin tf>, cos 0)

and

(aix)u., v) = 2ai/*V,4/,-        0* = 0*1» f^'   " = ("l» "2^'

Thus, if (r(/), rp(i)) is a solution of (1.4) and if we define xt(i) = rit) cos <f>it),

x2(f) = rit) sin <pit), then x(f) = (x^/), x2(r)) is a solution of (1.1).

The system (1.4) can also be written in the form (see W)

(1.5)

dr = r|"¿ "b-si<f>)dws + bX<p)dt\ + I" ¿ Rsdws + R0dt\

d<?=r¿ osi<p)dws+ti<t>)dt~\+r ¿ ®sdws+®0¿íi

where R   = oir), ®   = o(l) (0 < s < n) as r —» 1, uniformly with respect to <f>. It

is useful to compare 4>it) with the solution of the single equation

(1.6) d<f> = oi<t>)dw + fcOpV/

where oi<p) = {S»=1 Iff^)]2!*4, *(0 = ?(*).

In case o(rp) ^ 0 for all <p and JQ7Tbiz)/o2iz)dz / 0, it was proved in [4]

that the algebraic angle <pit) (i.e., the component <p(f) of the solution irit), (pit))

of (1.4)) satisfies

(1.7) Pf lim ^ = c\ = 1    (c constant 4 0).
( f-»   * )

Suppose oiz) is degenerate, but it has only a finite number of zeros   Oj, ..., a.

ik > 1) in the interval [0, 2t7). Then the conclusion (1.7) is still valid [4] pro-

vided bia.) > 0 for all /, or bia.) < 0 for all ;', and provided the following condition holds:

(i) For some t > 0,

£ [osir, <p)]2 = £ tas(«p)]2[l + r,ir, <p)}       (1 < r < 1 + F)
s=l s=l

where i?(r, 0) —» 0 if r —» 1, uniformly with respect to cô.

We shall now consider the degenerate case in situations where the bia) may
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vanish. The condition (i) will not be assumed in the sequel.

Our basic assumptions are:

(D) If bia) = 0 for some /' (1 < / < k) then there is a simple C    curve Aa

given by r = r*it), ft = ft*it) (ij < t < t2) such that ir*ity>, ft*ity<) = (1, a),    '

ir*it2), ft*it2)) lies outside G, and ir*iT), ft*i?)), for some tx<? <t2, is a

point on dG different from (1, a), and such that

(i) a part |(r*(i), ft*it)); tx <t <tx + fA coincides with the segment 1 < r <

1 + T, ft = a., and

(ii) the following relations hold at each point of Aa :

(1.8) ¿   W. = °>«7   t   j
«.7=1

nMsí]'
where ivy v2) is the normal to Aa,.

Finally, if bia.) = bia^ = 0 and bia) 4 0 for all a   between a. and 0^,

then the points ir, ft) with r = 1 + T, ft in the interval (a., a, ) cannot be con-

nected (in G) to points ir, ft) with r = 1+7, ft outside the interval (a., a^),

without crossing either Aa, or Aa .

Note that the conditions in (1.8) along the ray 1 <r <1 + e, ft = a  hold if

and only if

cTir, a.) = 0    (1< s < n),       bir, a) = 0    for 1< r < 1 + T.
s 1 7

(E) If bia) = 0 for some ; (1 < /' < k), then biz), oiz) vanish at z = a. to

the first order only, and

Hz - a.)biz)
Q    sVm    -   ' -¿ l.

;     z-a.        o (z)

Note that the limit exists since biz), oiz) ate continuously differentiable.

We first consider the case where biz) vanishes at two consecutive points,

say a= cl , 73 = a,   ,. Introduce straight segments

la = \ir, a);l<r<l + r],      lß=\ir,ß); 1 < r < 1 + T}.

Denote by mv ir¡ > 0) the curve {ir, ft); r = 1 + r¡, a < ft < ß], and by ß,,

(t?> 0) the domain bounded by m0, m   , Ia, Iß. Denote by Aaß the set of points

in the probability space for which a < ftit) < ß tot a sequence of t's converging

to »o. By (D), and the proof of Theorem 1.1 (or rather Theorem 1.1) of W, if

x(0) 4 (Aa uAß) then the solution irit), ftit)) never intersects A^u A^ It fol-

lows (by the last part of (D)) that on the set A aß

(1.9) a < 4>iti < ß

tot all t sufficiently large.
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Lemma 1.2. Let (A)-(E) hold and let x(0) 4 (AauA/S). // Qa> 1, Q0< 1

then, a.s. on the set Aag, <p(f) —* ß if t —» ».

Proof.' Consider the function

for some small fQ > 0, where

It is easily seen that

Lg = V2o2ix)g"(x) + Kx)g'(x) = -1    in (a + en, ß - en).

Further,

(1.11) g'(x)>0   atx=a+e0,

< 0   at x = ß - e 0

if a + e0<a*</3-i();

(1.12) g'ix) > 0   at x = a+ eQ, x = ß - e„

if a < a* < a + «0;

(1.13) g'(x)<0   at x= a+e0, x = /3-€0

if ß - e0 < a* < ß.

Set

-Aj log(x- a) + Bj    in(a,a+e0),

fix) = ( A2 log(/3 - x) + B2     in (/3 - e„, /3),

g(x) in [a + €0, j8 - e0].

IfA^O, A2>0 then, by using the assumptions Qa> l,Qß<l we find that

Lfix) < -v < 0 in (a, a + eQ), iß - eQ, ß) where v is a positive constant, pro-

vided (Q is sufficiently small. Choose a* so that (1.13) holds, and determine

the constants A ., B . in such a way that fix) is continuously differentiate at

x = a + eQ, x = ß - «0. We then find that A j > 0, A 2 > 0.

Let {F   i be a sequence of continuous functions which approximate /   in

the following manner:

Fjx) = fix)    if |x - (a + «0)j > l/m, \x-iß- ca)\ > l/m,

and F  (x) connects linearly f"ia + e0 - l/r?z) to fia +en+ V«) and

f"(ß _mf{) _ l/m) to )"iß - <0 + l/m). Let
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fjx) = fia*) + f\a*)ix - a*) + ß £ F>)&rfv,

Then /m(x) - /(x) —» 0, fmix) - / '(x) —» 0 uniformly in the interval (a, ß), and

/m(x) - f"ix) = 0 outside the intervals with centers a + eQ, ß - eQ and length

2/m.

Denote by / (x), / (x) any C (2î7)-periodic functions of xeR which coin-

cide, respectively, with / ix) and fix) in (ct+ 5, /3 - S); S is any positive num-

ber smaller than e0. Denote by Rir) any C    function satisfying

R(r)=l    ifl<r<l+770,       R(r)=0    if 1 + r¡l < r < oo,

where 0 < 7/n < t?j and t/j < r. Let

%(r, ft) = «^(r, <p)]2 + ei*     U > 0).

Denote by (r , ft ) the solution of (1.4) when og is replaced by o . Denote by

Lf the elliptic generator corresponding to the process (r , ft ). Set

<D*(r, 0) = Rir)fmift),       <!>Sir, ft) = R(r)/S(<p).

By ItS's formula,

$miAt), ftfit)) - **(/«», ft%0))

(1.14) = £ V(p^(rf(r),  t/(r)) . t/(rf(r), tp£(r))Mr) + ß L^i/M, ft\r))dr

where v$ is the gradient of $ and o- ir, ft) is the matrix corresponding to

a Jf* 0)» ffs^r' 0)* Since Lf is uniformly elliptic, with bounded and uniformly

Holder continuous coefficients, the corresponding parabolic operator has a funda-

mental solution (see [2]). We can therefore go to the limit with 772 —► 00 in (1.14)

(cf. [4]) and conclude that

Ririt))fSiftit)) - Riri0))f\fti0))

(1.15) = ft V$S(re(r), fteir)) . oW), fteir))dwir) + £ LpHrHr), ft(ir))dr.

We shall now consider the behavior of (r (r), ft (r)) 0n the set A0jS. Given

0 < 77 < 7?0, let Tv be the last time Mr), ftit)) is outside Q^ /¿. With r fixed,

and a.s. in A an,

ir€ir), fteir)) — Mr), tA(r))    uniformly in r, 0 < r < t,

fot a subsequence f = f'\0. Hence, if T^ <T<t, MM, fteir)) e Q^ for all

í = i' < £*(<u). Given S < S*(tu) sufficiently small, we have for any « = f' suffi-

ciently small and for any y > 0,
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(' L</t>SiAT),<p<ir))dr=   ('   LMr(ir),<f><ir))dr
J1V J'v

= /T'af/)(rf(r),rpf(r))a'r

V

= ft {[j ± t^(r£, <p€)]2 + eJ/V) + ft* rpn/V)ja>

= It {(V^} + ̂W + W V> + *>]*

< _(, _ Tv)v + £ (fi<p<)dr + 6yit - Tv)

where |#| < 1,  |0| < 1, provided fj < i/*(y). Here v is any positive number such

that Lfix) <-v for all x 4 a + t„, x 4 ß-« 0« It follows that

(1.16) Urn"     f ' Lf* V(r), rpf(r)) «V < - (i - T ) y
f=f'\0 -'S ^  2

if y<l//2. Since (r(r), <p(r)) does not intersect the set /au la for r> 0,

/"(<pe(r)) (0 <r<T ) remains bounded as<= f'\0. We conclude that

(1.17) ÜnT     rtL*V(r),0f(r))rfr<C-^i

where C is a.s. finite valued random variable.

Consider next the stochastic integral in (1.15). If T    < r< f» then the

vector

(1.18) h¡ ir) = Vcp S(rf(r), 0i(r)) . oV(r), <pe(r))

has components {id/d<p)f\cpeir))}lo ¿At), rp£(r))]2 + ej*. If we let e = f'iO

through an appropriate subsequence f", then we obtain a.s. (cf. [4, §2])

lim     f ' ¿fS(r) . Mr) =  f ' hSir) . ¿a,(r) =   f ' fc°(r) . Mr)
(1.19) f=f"N°      * * V

f   fVW^WO.cM^au^r)
s=l ""tj

where i W is defined by (1.18) with $    replaced by $ and with « = 0.

If 0< r<T   , then as (\0 through an appropriate subsequence of f",

fV hHr) . dwir) -  f ^ h\r) . dwir) =   fJ" ¿°(r) . dwir) = C
•'O        e 0 ■'0

where h (r) has a more complicated expression than in (1.19) (involving Rir)
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and its first derivative); C is a.s. finite. We conclude from this and from (1.15),

(1.17), (1.19) that, a.s. on Aaß,

fiftit)) - fiftiO)) < C - ^i + C% ¿   f ' f'iftir))%sirir), ftir))dwsir),
5 = 1 T)

By Lemma 1.3 of [3], the last integral is oit).  Hence

fiftit)) „    v
lim
f—oo

t    -<-j < 0   a.s. in Aa/3.

This implies that ftit) —♦ ß as t —» <*>, a.s. in A ao.

2. Boundary behavior of stochastic solutions (continued). Divide the zeros

Oj,..., o^ of oiz) in 10, 2tt) into blocks

ß7 = ia7.1'-'-'a,',re;.!        (V1}

where a. . < a.     ., a      = a   . .. (Here we agree that a, < a..) For each block
7,1       7.1 + 1      7,*y       7 + 1,1 ° k        i

73 ., bia. .) = 0, bia. . ) = 0, and bia. .) ¿ 0 if 2 < t < k. - 1. Let
7 7» * 7»«y 7»ï ~*     —    7

4 . = \<ú\ a     < cf>(t) < a. ,    for all í sufficiently large}«
7 7** 7i«y

In view of the Lemma 1.1 and the fact that (r(t), <f>U)) never crosses the segments

l(r, a. ,);  1 < t < 1 + T] we conclude that 2 P(A .) = 1.7»x —     "" 7

Consider now a block ß., and set ex = a. ., ß = a. , . Suppose
7 7»1 7t«y

(2.1 ) bia) = 0,    &(/3) = 0,    biajt t) > 0      (2 < i < k. - 1),

(2.2) Q9>1,      Qp<\.

Lemma 2.1. Let (A)-(E) ana* (2.1), (2.2) hold. If x(0) ¿ (Aa U Aß), then a.s.

,., ftit) -> ß

Proof. Let

in A ., ftit) —» ß as t —♦ oo.

-Aj log(x - a) + Bj    in (a, a+ f„),

/(*)«     A2log(/3-x) + B2     in (73 - i„,/S),

I g(x) in [a+f0,73-e0];

the function gix) consists of three parts:

^g/*) + B3    in [a+ fQ, a   2 -*'),

¿4«2W + B4    in ta/,2 - f'' V .-1 + e']'

,(x) in (V.-i + e''^-fo]
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where f' > 0 is sufficiently small. The function g2 is constructed as the func-

tion / in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [3]; thus Lg2 < -v < 0 in [a. 2 - f',

a. £__j + £'] and g'(x) < 0 at the endpoints. The function gj is defined as the

function g in (1.10), (1.13) with ß replaced by a. 2- e'. Finally, the function

g 3 is defined as the function g in (1-10), (1.13) with a replaced by a. i + f',

We can choose the constants A ¿, B¿ so that fix) is continuously differèntiable;

the Ai are all positive.

We can now proceed similarly to the proof of Lemma 1.2.

Suppose now that (2.1), (2.2) are replaced by

(2.3) bia) = 0,    biß) m 0,    bia. .) > 0      (2 < i < k. - l),

(2.4) ßa<l,      Qß>l.

Lemma 2.2. Let (A)-(E) and (2.3), (2.4) hold. If x(0) 4 (Aa u A^), then a.s.

in A ., <f>it) —♦ a as I —» ».

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1. Here one takes fix) =

Aj log(x - a) + Bj in (a, a + eQ), fix) =-A2 log iß - x) + B 2 in (j8 - e0, ß).

Consider next the cases where

(2.5) Ma)=0,    biß)=0,   0a<l,   Qß<l.

We further assume that one of the following three conditions holds:

(2.6) bia. .)>0      (2 <i< *.-!),
1,1 —    —    ;

(2.7) bia ¡i < 0      (2 < i < h - l),

¿(a.  ) < 0      (2 < z < in),

(2.8)
è(a. .)>0      (in + K»<*.-l).;.z u       —   —   7

Lemma 2.3. Leí (A)—(E) and (2.5) ioW, arns? let one of the conditions (2.6),

(2.7), (2.8) hold. If x(0) 4 (Aa U A^g), then a.s. in A ., either lim rp(f) = a or

limito = /3.

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1. One takes fix) ■ A j log(x- a)

+ B j in (a, a + fQ), /(x) = A 2 log(j8 - x) + B 2 in iß-fQ, ß)- In case (2.8) holds

one takes g2 to be the function occurring in the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [3J.

The case ¿(ex) = 0, biß) = 0, Qa> 1, Qß< 1 will not be considered in this

paper. In this case <frit) may oscillate between a and ß without having a limit,

as suggested by the case of linear equations L3l.

3. Behavior of solutions in general domains. We shall now extend the re-

sults of §2 to a general bounded domain G. A point x0 on the boundary dG of G

is said to belong to 23 if 2. . a..ix0)vv. > 0. It belongs to 22 if (1.2) and
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?Mfí>'> 0   at xQ

hold. Finally, xQ belongs to 2¡  if (1.2), (1.3) hold at xn.

Denote by R(x) a continuous function in G, C    and positive in G U 22 U 2,,

that coincide with dist(x, Sj) when the latter is sufficiently small. With Rix)

fixed from now on, we define S, ÍB, Q as in §1.

We shall need the following assumption:

(P) dG consists of a finite number of curves T'y • •, T . Each curve be-

longs entirely to either £2 U 2, or to Sj. A curve l\ of £2 U 2i is in C , and

a curve T. of Sj is in C . There is a positive constant p such that if a curve

r\ belongs to 2j then either (i) Q(x) < -0O < 0 (9Q constant) for all x e G whose

distance to T. is < p [we then say that T. belongs to 2j], or (ii) Q(x) > 0Q > 0

(Öq constant) for all x e G whose distance to T. is < p [we then say that T. be-

longs to SjJ. Finally, 2j is nonempty.

We shall maintain the assumptions (A), drop the assumption (B), and replace

(C)by

(C*) ö(x) > 0 for all x e G with dist(x, 2j) > p, VxR(x) ¿ 0;

2 ¿2„
y   a..ix) ,    .     < 0 for all x e G with dist(x, £,) > p,

«.7 = 1 t     7

VxR(x) = 0.

By slightly modifying the construction of Rix) in the proof of Lemma 2.1 of

[4], one can show that if the exterior boundary of G is not in Sj then there

actually exists a function Rix) with VxRix) / 0 everywhere in G.

The proof of Theorem 2.2 of [4] can be modified to yield the following exten-

sion of Lemma 1.1.

Theorem 3.1. Let (A), (P), (C*) hold.  Then, with probability I, either (i)

x(t) exits  G in finite time by crossing S2 U 2^, or (ii) x(r) e G for all t > 0

and dist(x(r), 2X) —»0 as r —*oo.

Suppose for definiteness that Tj C Sj, and Tj is not the outer boundary

of G. If Xj = /(»"), x2 = g(r) are parametric equations for Tj (r = length param-

eter), then we can introduce new variables

yj = (1 + p) cos (2777-/L),    y2 = (1 + p) sin i2nr/L)      (L = length of Tj)

where the "polar coordinates" p, r are defined by

xx = /(r) + pgir),      x2 = g(r) - p'fir).
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As in 14] we can extend this mapping into a diffeomorphism from the exterior

of Tj onto the set {y: \y\ > 1{. In the new coordinates

n

dp = £ °sdwS + °dt*
s=l

d<p=±^sdws+tdt      (<P = 2-^)*

and

L%
-as(0,rp) = /au+ga2s,

JLfto, <p) = (/è1+gè2)-(g,-/)(
2<Tls      SfflsCT

<2ff.   0",
Is   2s

Set oty) = {2»3, [? (0, rp)]2}*, bi<f>) = biO, rp).
s

We now assume:

(D ) The condition (D) holds with r = I + p. More precisely: oiz) vanishes

at a finite number of points <Xj,..., a^ ik > 1). If è(a.) = 0 for some /, then

there is a simple C    curve Aa   given by x = x*(i) (i j < / < t2) such that

x*(/j) = (/(a.), g(a.)), x*(i2) lies outside G, and x*(t ), for some t eitlt t2),

lies on ¿G and is different from ifia), gia.)), and such that

(i) a part {x*(i), tx < t <_ij + (} of Aa   lies in G and is nontangential to

dG at t = t ! ;

(ii) the relations (1.8) hold along Aa .

Finally, if è(a.)= bia) = 0 and è(a.) 4 0 for all the a  between a. and ol, then
1 h z z 7 o

points of G corresponding to (p, r/>) with p = e, <f> in the interval (a., a¿) [f > 0

small], cannot be connected (in G) to points of G corresponding to ip,<f>) with

p = e, <p outside the interval (a., a^), without crossing either A^. or A^ .

(E*) The condition (E) holds. Furthermore, bia.)= 0 for at least one value

of /.

Suppose (A), (P), (C*) and (D'), (E#) hold. Denote by A1 the set where

x(i) e G for all / > 0 and dist (x(r), Tj) —» 0. Let A? be the subset of A1 for

which a. , < rp(i)< a. ,   holds for all / sufficiently large. Suppose a portion of
j•t ii*y

each A^. initiating at ifia.), gia.)) coincides with the normal to dG at that point.

Then the proof of Lemmas 2.1—2.3 remain valid (in the y-coordinates ). Here we

use the fact that the diffeomorphism x —♦ y given above does not affect the con-

dition (D'), i.e., the conditions in (1.8) are invariant under a diffeomorphism. If

A*   does not contain the normal, then we perform a different local diffeomorphism

from the x-space onto the y-space, such that Vl is mapped onto the unit circle
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and such that the image of a portion of A^   does coincide with the normal to this

circle. The new diffeomorphism does not affect the tangential stochastic equation,

i.e., the functions oift), bift) remain the same.

We conclude: If x/ÍJJ. A        then almost surely on Ai, either

(i) ftit) _ ß it (2.1), (2.2) hold; or

(ii) ftit) -» a if (2.3), (2.4) hold; or

(iii) ftit) —♦ a or ftit) —» 73 if (2.5) and one of the conditions (2.6), (2.7),

(2.8) hold.

In what follows we assume:

(Q) For each block B ., either (2.1), (2.2) or (2.3), (2.4) or (2.5) and one of

the conditions (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) hold.

The segment i(p, ft); ft = a.      0 < p < 7] in the y-space is mapped onto  an

arc 7. in the x-space. 7. initiates at a point y..  onT ., is nontangential to T

at y.., it is contained in A^     , and it lies in the interior of G (with the excep-

tion of its endpoint y-,). It divides a small G-neighborhood TV . of y..  into do-

mains: TV     and TV 7 .

Definition. The point y.,  is called a distinguished boundary point of G if at

the corresponding point a.   , Qa     < 1.

If T. C S~  and the interior of T    contains G, then the above considerations

remain valid with trivial changes; the assertions (i)—(iii) are unchanged.

Consider now the general case. We index the I\  so that

s-=r1ur2u...ur;,

sî-r;+1u...uï;+é,

We assume

(D*) The condition (D') holds for each I\,  l<j <p.

(E*) The condition (E ) holds for each T., 1 < /' < p.

(Q*) The condition (Q) holds for each T., l<j <p.

We define distinguished boundary points on F , • • •, T    in the same way as

for r . Denote by £,- (l </' < k) the set of all distinguished boundary points on

2"   With each £¿ we associate two "half" G-neighborhoods TV , TV" of £?., in

the same way that we have associated TV    , TV     with y-y

In the condition (D*) there appear curves A'a il <l <p) defined analogously

to the curves A^. Denote these curves by A   (l < ;' < /) and set A. = A  O G.

Each Ç,. is an endpoint of some A..

We sum up the previous considerations in the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.2. Let the conditions (A), (P),(C*) and (D*), (E*), (Q*) hold. If

x/ U-_j A. then the probability space is a finite disjoint union

(3.1) ^(uOyWjJQjV

such that the following holds almost surely: if a> e Q , x(t) exits from   G in

finite time by crossing 22 U 2 ; if a> e Q7 then xit) e G for all í > 0, and

xit) eN+, xit) — Ç. as t -* »; if a e Í2" then xit) e G for all t> 0, and

xit)eN~, x(/) —*£,. as t —♦ ».  The decomposition (3.1) depends on x(0).

Definition. If xit)eG for all t > 0, and xit)eN*, xit) —» £. as t —♦ »,' Z *I

then we shall write: xit) —» £* as t —» ». Similarly we define the concept:

xit) —» ¿" 7 as í —» ». We denote by pt(x) (p7(x)) the probability that xit) —» £7

(x(i) —» £7) as t* —♦ », given x(o) = xe G.

Clearly pt(x) > 0, p7(x) > 0, S?=1Pz+(*) + S*=1P~W < 1- If 22u23 is

empty, then the last sum is equal to 1 (by Theorem 3.2) if x 4 U.-_i A:.

Definition. Denote by a¿(x) (l < i < p) the probability that x(f) e G for all

t > 0 and dist ixit), I\) —» 0 as f —» », given z(e) = x e G.

Theorem 3.3. Let the conditions (A), (P), (C*) hold. Then q.ix) -» 1 if

dist(x, T.) —0 (l <i<p)>

Proof. For any A > 0 sufficiently small, let r„ be the curve in G parallel

to r. at a distant A. Denote by G^ the domain bounded by I""., T^. Denote by

L the elliptic operator corresponding to the diffusion process (1.1). Then

L[Rix)Y = [e2a/2R2 + eQ][R(x)]e      (« > 0).

Since S = 0(R2) in G., LR < 0 in G^ provided A and e are sufficiently small.

Denote by r. the exit time from Gy. Then, by ItS's formula,

E[R(x(rx))]f- [R(x)]e= E f* L[R(x(r))]f dr < 0.

Since x(rx) e T .^ RixirJ) = A. Hence

[i - q.ixW < [ríx)Y = [dist (x, r.)]e,

and the assertion follows.

The above proof is valid also in any number of dimensions.

4. Regularity of the functions p¿(x). Let

(4.1) Lu = l   t  «•/*>-A- + Z b.ix)*L.
2 .Tz.   */     dx .ox.     r~r.   i    dx.

z.7-1 z     7       z=l z
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Let A ,. • •, A., be disjoint C^> curves (the endpoints are included) lying in G,

and set

7 /'
a = u a .,   a' = u a;..

1=1 1=1

The elliptic operator L will be allowed to degenerate in G only at the points of

A U A'. We shall call A. a "boundary spoke" and A. an "interior spoke."

Consider a parametric representation for A.:

(4.2) x1=/(s),   x2 = g(s)      (0<s<Ly)

where s is the length parameter. Let

(4.3) b*.is) = i'fb2 - gbA - jifg - gf) £ i¡olr + go2r)2
r-l

where the argument of ¿¿, oir is ixyX2) given by (4.2).

We shall need the following assumption regarding the degeneracy of L in G:

(G) On each A , b. is) ¿ 0 tot 0 <s <L .. The elliptic operator L may de-

generate on each arc A;, and in a sufficiently small Sn-neighborhood of each A ■

at all the remaining points of G, L is nondegenerate.

The number SQ is positive and depends only on upper bounds on the first

derivatives of oik, b¿, and on a positive lower bound on the |¿.(s)|. Its precise

nature will emerge from the proof of Theorem 4.1 below. Denote by A'g the ^-neigh-

borhood of A .

Theorem 4.1. Let the conditions (A), (P), (C*) and (G) hold. Then pfix)

(l < i < p) are Lipschitz continuous functions in G — A, and C2 solutions of

Lu = 0  m G -(A uA'. ).

Proof. We shall combine classical regularity theorems with the method of

Freidlin [l]. Denote by p.ix) any one of the functions p.(x). Consider first a

point x.eG where L is nondegenerate. Let TV be a small disc with center xQ

such that L is nondegenerate in TV. By the strong Markov property, for any

xeN,

(4.4) pM = Ex\PiixTN)] = feN Piiy)PxixTN e dSy)

where rN is the exit time from TV, and dS    is the length element on dN. Note,

by a standard argument, that p.iy) is a Borel function on dN.

Let A be an interval on dN. Denote by ¡A the characteristic function of A,

and by r¡, £ the endpoints of A. By classical theorems [2], there exists a unique

solution u of
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Lu = 0 in TV,    u € CAN),

uix) —» 7^(y)    if x -» y e dN, y 4 r¡, y 4 C

uix) remains bounded as x —> r¡, or x —» £.

We can write u in terms of Green's function [2]

y

where iv   is the inward normal. Denote by TV   the disc with center x    and

radius = rQ - i, where rQ is the radius of TV. Let rN   be the exit time from N .

By Itô's formula,

Í4.6) uix)^E\uixT    )]      (e>0).

Since i- is nondegenerate in TV, x(r) exists TV at £ or at r¡ with probability 0.

Hence, taking t —» 0 in (4.6), we arrive at the formula

uix)=E\uix    )]-£!/ (x    )} = P(xr    eA).

Comparing this with (4.5), we conclude that

This implies that

Hence (4.4) gives

P(x     iA).  f  Ä^a-S.
* rN ja    dv y

P(xT   edS   )J^L>ds
x  TN       y dv y

N y

(4.7) P^-SmPíW
dGix, y)

dv_.
dS

This shows that p .(x) is continuous in TV. By decreasing TV we may assume that

p .ix) is continuous in TV.

The solution t> of Lv = 0 in N, v = p. on dN is also given by the right-

hand side of (4.7). Hence v = p. in TV. Since v belongs to C2iN), the same is

true of p.. This completes the proof of the second assertion of Theorem 4.1.

To prove the first assertion, consider first the case of an interior spoke A.

having the form ft = ftQ, f^<r<Ty Let  B s be the domain \ft- ftQ\ < 8, rQ<

r <r,. The condition b*is) 4 0 reduces to b (r, ft) 4 0 where b (r, c¿) is defined
1 i % „

as in §1. Suppose, for definiteriess, that bir, ft) > ß > 0 inside B s. By Itô's

formula we have
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and hence

Thus

4M = 4>o+t fo *s(r' 4>)*"s + J' fir, <t>)dT,
s=l

<Ar

4>(t Arß  ) > rp0 + ¿  Jo       8 2(r, rp)aV + 0(, A r     >.

ßßx0Ar    )<   sup   |<p-rp0|=S.
5        0£f3í

It follows that

(4.8) E^O-g ) < «5//3 = C      (x e B s).

By a standard iteration argument it follows that P irB   > ni.) < (C/í )"

(» = 1, 2, • • •)• Consequently,

P <"b8 > *) < e'at*      a- -d/í0) log(C/i0).

Taking i. = e we get

(4.9) P(rR   >í)<e-aí,      a = (l/e) log (j8e/5).
X      ög - -

We may choose 8 > 0 sufficiently small to apply the following result of

Freidlin [l, p. 1349] (which we state only in R2):

Theorem. Suppose a-, b. are continuously differentiable in R2 with

max
i,j,k

do..

dxk

db.
1

dx,
k

= K.

Let a   = 8K2 + 4K.  Suppose the boundary is uniformly normally regular, and the

boundary function ip is the restriction to dB $ of a C2 function in a neighbor-

hood of dB g. Then the function E {xf/ix      )} is Lipschitz continuous in B -,

provided a > a .

By choosing 8Q (in the condition (G)) sufficiently small we can ensure that,

for some 8 > SQ, L is nondegenerate on the boundary of Bg, and a > a(. The

uniform normal regularity of dB g means that E¿.tb¡) < C |x -x  | for all x   £

dB j, x e B g where C    is a constant. This property is guaranteed by the non-

vanishing of the normal diffusion on dB g (see [l]). Further, since L is nonde-

generate on dB s, p Xx) is C2 in a neighborhood of dB 5. Hence we can apply

Freidlin's theorem to deduce (upon recalling the first equation of (4.4), which

holds for N = B g) that p .ix) is Lipschitz continuous in B g.

To handle the case of a general spoke A., we introduce new coordinates

(p, s) by the equations
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Xj = fis) + pgis),       x2 = gis) - pfis)

where —p0 < p < p0 (p0 is positive and sufficiently small) and /, g are as in

(4.2). The stochastic differentials ds, dp ate given by the formulas

n ^

dp = £ o dwT + bdt,
r=l

d(P = £ ^TdwT + %dt   ($ = 2tts/L).
r=l

Explicit calculation gives (cf. [4]) biO, ft) = 2nb.is)/L. where b.is) is defined

in (4.3). Since b.is) 4 0, we can repeat the argument given in the previous

special case.

Remark. Suppose o.., b. belong to CmiR ). Using Theorem 3 of Freidlin

[l] (instead of the above quoted theorem of [l]) we conclude that the p .(x) have

777 — 1 Lipschitz continuous derivatives in G - A. Here the constant S. occurring

in the condition (G) depends also on m.

Definition. If x —» Ç., x e N¡  then we write x —♦ £ .. Similarly we write

x —» £" ¡f x —> Cf x e TV".

Theorem 4.2.  Let the conditions (A), (P), (C*) and (D*), (E*), (Q*) hold.

Then p*ix) -» 1  if x -, (*, and p'ix) _ 1  if x -, Ç..

This theorem is of the same type as Theorem 3.3. The method of proof is

also the same as for Theorem 3.3.

Proof.  It suffices to prove the assertion for p. (x). Consider first the special

case where the distinguished boundary point £. lies in some Y.,  say T., which

is the circle r ■= 1, and G lies in the exterior of Y.. Let TV be "half G-neigh-

borhood" of £. given by £. < ft < ft., 1 < r < 1 + 8. Consider the function

fiR,ft)=Rf+ift-Q€   in N

where R = r — 1, and e > 0 is sufficiently small. It is easily seen that Lf < 0

if 8 and f are sufficiently small. Let r be the exit time from TV. By Itô's

formula

(4.10) E¡/(R(r A r), ftit A r))] < /(r(0), <p(0))      it > 0).

Now, x(r) cannot leave N in finite time by crossing either R = 0 or ft - C? On

the other hand, on the remaining boundary of TV, /(R, ft) is bounded below by

some constant y > 0 (y depends on 8, e). Hence, taking t —♦ oo in (4.10), we

obtain the inequality

yPx(r<oo)</(R(0),<p(0))       (x = x(0)).
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Since/(R(0), <p(0)) —» 0 if x —> £7, we'conclude that

Pxir < ») — 0    if x — £+.

Since, by Theorem 3.2, pi (x) = 1 - P¿.r < »), the proof is complete.

Remark. By Theorem 4.2, the p. (x) are discontinuous at the points of the

boundary spoke initiating at £¿, which are in some small neighborhood of £..

5. The Dirichlet problem.

Lemma 5.1. Let xit) = ixA[t), • • •, xAt)) be a solution of a system of I

stochastic equations of the form (1.1), with uniformly Lipschitz continuous co-

efficients a.., b.. Let r be any finite valued random variable. Suppose the

range of xit), 0 < t < r, is contained in an open set D C R*.  Let fix) be a C2

function in D.  Then ItS's formula holds:

fixir)) - fixiO)) = J"   ¿ J"r fxixis))o..ixis))dw' + f' Lfixis))ds
z'=l   y = l '

where

Lfix)=l   ¿   a..U)Ä- + ¿ b.ix)p      [(a..) = oo%

Proof. For any 8 > 0, modify / into a function / (x) in C2iR ), coinciding

with fix) if dist(x, R - D) > 8. Apply Itô's formula to / (x(/)), substitute t = r,

and take 8 \ 0.

Now let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 hold. Consider the Dirichlet problem

(5.1) Lu= 0      in G-A,

(5.2) u = g      on 22 U 2},

i uix) -» /*    if x —» £27,
(5.3)

¡/(x) — /.-   if x - £-     (1 < i < k).

Here L is defined by (4.1), g is a given continuous function on 22 U 2,, and

/.  are given numbers.

If u is continuous in (G U 22 U 2J - A and is in C ÍG — A), and if it

satisfies (5.1)—(5.3), then we call it a classical solution of the Dirichlet problem

(5.1)—(5.3). Notice that u is not required to be continuous on 2" U 2j UA.

Since uix) —» f.   as x —» £f,  u  cannot be continuous at the points of A near

We shall prove in this section the existence and uniqueness of a classical

solution.
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Theorem 5.2. Let (A), (P), (C*) and (D*), (E*), (Q*) bold.  Then there exists

at most one classical solution of the Dirichlet problem.

Proof. Let Gf = {x e G, dist(x, dG) > e], e > 0. Denote by r the exit time

from G, and denote by r   the exit time from G . Let a be a classical solution.

Since xit) (with x(o) e G - A) remains in G - A for 0 < t < T A r , where T < ~,

€> 0, we can apply Lemma 5.1. This gives, after taking the expectation,

uix) = Ex{uixiTAr())].

Taking e\0, T/oo and using the continuity of « at 2, U 2    and Theorem 3.2,

we get

(5.4) uix) = igg(x(r))7(r<oo)! + £ ftfix) + ¿ Çp'ix)
i"=l í=1

where 7^ is the indicator function of A. This implies that uix) is uniquely de-

termined (in G - A).

We shall now prove the existence of a solution.

Theorem 5.3. Let (A), (P), (C*), (G), (D*), (E*), (Q*) hold, and let g be

continuous on 2   U 2 .  Then the ¡unction uix) given by (5.4) is continuous in

(G U 22 U 2 ) - A, Lipscbitz continuous in G - A, and C2 in G - (A U A's ),

and it satisfies (5.1) in G-(AuA'j) and (5.2), (5.3).

Proof. In Theorem 4.1 we proved that p¡ix) is Lipschitz continuous in

G — A, and is a C2 solution of (5.1) in G - (A U Ag ). The same proof works

also for the function EjgWr))/ }. Hence, the function u, given by (5.4), is

Lipschitz continuous in G - A and is a C2 solution of (5.1) in G - (A U As ).

The assertion uix) —» f. as x —» £.  follows from Theorem 4.2 and the fact that

Ip;(x)+£p-(x) + Ej7(r<oo)!=l.
y=l y=l

(This is the assertion of Theorem 3.2.) Finally, the assertion that uix) is con-

tinuous at the points of 2   U 2   and it satisfies (5.2) follows from Theorem 2

of Pinsky [6].

Remark. The function uix) is a weak solution of (5.1) in G, in the sense

that

uix) =  f    uiy)P ixT    € dS )
JdN x    TN y

where TV is a disc in G, x e TV, and rN is the exit time from TV. The proof is the

same as for (4.4).

We shall now strengthen the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 in order to achieve

a classical solution.
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(G*) The condition (G) holds and oi-, b. are in C2(Ag )• The positive con-

stant 8Q occurring in the condition (G) will now be smaller; it will be as in the

remark following the proof of Theorem 4.1, with m = 2.

Theorem 5.4. Let (A), (P), (C*), (G*), (D*), (E*), (Q*) hold, and let g be a

continuous function on 2  U 2 . Then (5.4) is the unique classical solution of

the Dirichlet problem (5.1)-(5.3).

Indeed, we only have to verify that a is in C (G - A) and Lu = 0 in G - A.

For p. ix) this follows from the remark following the proof of Theorem 4.1. For

ExtgWr))/.r<00.i the proof is the same.

Remark. Theorems 5.2-5.4 extend to the Dirichlet problem consisting of

(5.5) L« + c(x)a=0   in G-A

and (5.2), (5.3), provided c(x) < 0 in G.  Instead of (5.4) we have

«to = Ex |g(x(r)) exp [j^ cixis))ds] /(r<oo)}

(5.6) +|^h[^cW5))^]/[^»o]}

If  c(x) < - c. < 0 then  the last two sums vanish, so that no boundary con-

ditions on 2j need to be given. This is in agreement with the treatment in [5],

[7] (and the references given there) where cQ  is assumed to be positive.

6. The Dirichlet problem in ^-dimensional domains. In subsection 6.1 we

prove a theorem for m > 2 which even when m = 2 is not contained in §§2—5. In

subsections 6.2, 6.3 we discuss the generalizations of the results of §§2—5 to

m >2.

6.1. Consider a system of m stochastic equations

(6.1) dx. = T o. ix)dwT + b.ix)dt     il<i< m)
1     *->.    ir 1 —    —

and let L, given by (0.1), be the corresponding elliptic operator, i.e., 00*= (a..).

We shall denote the analogs of the conditions (A), (P), (C*) for m > 2 by (A  ),

(Pm), (C* ) respectively. Assuming that these conditions hold, the assertion of

Theorem 3.1 remains valid.

With G a bounded /»-dimensional domain, and I"1 ,,•••, T    its boundary hyper-

surfaces, we index the T¿ as in §3. Thus, 2" is made up of Tj»* • • » 1\,-* De-

note by r^ (f > 0) the intersection of G with {«neighborhood of T., We assume
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(R) On each T; (l < / < p) there is a finite number of points £,. such that

aiMl? = °' */-V = ° for X - ' - m* lSTSn- Let P/y(x) = |x - rf/y| if

|x - £/?.| < e' (for some e' > 0), and define Q¡Ax) as Q(x) in §1 when R(x) is re-

placed by R.Xx). Then

Qlfx) <-60<Q   if |x - £/;.| < e', x e G.

For any 1 < / < p, let R*(x) be a positive C2 function for x e T^0 ul\,

x ¡¿ f/y (for some eQ > O) such that R*(x) = R;y(x) if |x - (A < ('. We shall

assume

(S) For all x e 1*° U T/5 mm. |x - f, | > e' (l < / <p),

<?R? r)R*
(6.2) V  «..U)j5-í--r-í- > 0   if VRW¡¿ 0;

.-r-*,    l?     dx.   dx. x   '
z,7 = l z 7

(6.3) £ a. .(x) r-J. < 0   if V R*(x) = 0.
z.;=1 z    7

Notice that R¡ix) can be constructed such that "-P;(x) is nonzero if

x e Tj0 U r;, x / £r, and ^R^x) is not normal to F{ if x e Tj, x ^ g¡.. Hence,

if L is nondegenerate in T,° and if the stochastic equations induced by (6.1) on

T. have a nondegenerate diffusion matrix [i.e., if the elliptic operator induced by

L on T. is nondegenerate] at each x ^ ^., then "^R (x) 4 0 if x e Tj0 U T.,

x ^ rfj. and (6.2) holds.

So far, assuming (Am), (P   ) and (C* ), we already know that xit) does not

intersect 2   in finite time, and dist(x(f), 2") —»0 as t —» », provided x(i) e G

for all í > 0. We now employ the assumptions (R), (S) to construct a function

fix) = <p(r*(x))   (x e rf ° vrrx4 €A

such that Lf <—v (as in Theorem 2.2 of [4]), and then use it to deduce that, on

the set where dist(x(i), I^) —» 0, min. |x(f) - A.| —, 0.

We shall denote the set of all the points ff.. by £-»•»•- ffc» and call them

distinguished boundary points. We pose the Dirichlet problem

(6.4) Lu » 0   in G,

(6.5) u = g   on 22 u 2},

(6.6) u = /.   at £f      (1 < i < *)

where g is a given continuous function on 2   U 2    and the f{ are given numbers.

Theorem 6.1. Let the conditions (AJ, (Pm), (C* ) and (R), (S) hold, and let

L be nondegenerate in G.  Then there exists a unique solution of the Dirichlet

problem (6.4)-(6.6).
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In fact, the solution is given by

(6.7) uix) = Ex{/(x(r))7(r<eo)! + ¿ ff .ix)
i=l

where r is the exit time from G, and p he) is the probability that x(i) e G for all

t > 0 and x(i) —, £. as t —♦ oo, given x(o) = x. The regularity of the terms on the

right-hand side of (6.7) can be proved as in the case m = 2 (in §4).

Remark 1. Theorem 6.1 can be extended to the case where L may degenerate

in a small neighborhood of a finite number of "interior spokes," as in the case

777 = 2. This can be proved by the same method as for m = 2.

Remark 2. Theorem 6.1 extends to the Dirichlet problem in which (6.4) is re-

placed by Lu + cix)u = 0 in G, and cix) < 0; cf. the remark at the end of §5.

6.2. Let the conditions (A   ), (P   ), (C* ) hold and consider the Dirichlet problem
m'        m m *

La = 0     in G,

(6.8) I   u = g     on 22 u23,

u = /;    on r\ (1 < i < p)

where the /. are constants; the Y{ (l < i < p) constitute the 2" boundary of G.

If L is nondegenerate in G, then the function

(6-9) a(x) = Ex\gixir))I&<co)] + ¿ /.a.(x)
¿=l

is the unique classical solution of the Dirichlet problem (6.8). The proof of

uniqueness is the same as the proof of Theorem 5.2. The proof that uix) is in

C2iG) is the same as the corresponding proof for pi ix). The assertion that

uix) —► /• is dist(x, F.) —».O is a consequence of Theorem 3.3 (which holds in

any number of dimensions). Finally the assertion that uix) —» giy) if x —> y,

y e 2   U 2   follows from [6, Theorem 2].

6.3. All of the results of §§2—5 can be generalized to the case 777 > 3. The

conditions needed, however, take a more complicated form. In order to clarify the

procedure, we shall describe only a special case, namely, 772 = 3 and G is a

shell given by 1 <r < 2. We further assume that the conditions of Lemma 1.1

hold for 777 = 3 so that the assertion of Lemma 1.1 is valid, with respect to the

system in polar coordinates

dr = £ frj .aV + bxdt,
7=1    ;

(6.10) de='Z<r2jdw> + b2dt,

dft = £ ^¿w' + V"
i=l
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On t = 1, this system reduces to

dd - £ V1, e' ̂  **"'+%(l-ö' ̂ )A»

(6.11) ,=1

^ - Z V1' Ö' *)dwÍ + ̂ 2(1' Ö' ¿)<fc
7 = 1

We shall assume

(Tj) Along the closed curve Y: id = 0Q, 0 < ft < 2n) we have

i,;=2 t-2 L 7 = 1      7 J

when 6j =0, 02 = <p, (v2» I/,) is normal to Y, and a = aa*.

(T2) The condition (C*) holds with x replaced by id., 0J and Rix) re-

placed by a positive function R (0j, 02) coinciding with the distance function

from T when the latter is sufficiently small.

(T?) Define Qid^ 62) with respect to (6.11) and R(0j, 0J in the same way

that Qix) was defined with respect to the system (1.2) with respect to Rix). Then

Q(0j, 02) < -v < 0 (0 < ft < 277, \6 - 90\ < (') tot some e' > 0.

(T ) No solution of (6.10) crosses the conical surface 5:0= 0 •• This is the

case if and only if 2^.= 1 a..vivj = 0, 2'=1 [¿¿ - % 2'     da../dxj]vi = 0 on

0 = 0O, where iv) is the normal to S.

Using the condition (Tj) we can prove (as in [4]) that the solution (0.(r),

ftQit)) of (6.11) never crosses Y. Using also the conditions (T2), (T ) we can

construct a function Vid, ft) for 0 4 0Q such that LV < -v < 0 and V —» -oo if

0 —» 0Q. If we apply Itô's formula to Vidit), ftit)), where irit), dit), ftit)) is a

solution of the system (6.10) with 0(o) 4 0O, then we conclude (as in [4]) that

(6.12) Kl)-»1,   0(r)-0o      it -» oo).

Next we consider the restriction of (6.11) to 0 = 8Q, i.e.

dft=£ o5.il, 0O, ft)dwj + VAl, 0o, ft)dt
7=1

and assume

(T ) Conditions analogous to (D), (E) and (Q) hold for (6.11) with respect

to F.

Thus, through each point where o^ -(l, 0Q, <p) = 0 (l < / < «) and bAl, 0Q, ft)

= 0 there passes a "boundary spoke" A. lying in the sphere. A   connects a

pair of adjacent a.'s. With the aid of the condition (T ), we construct a function

fift) with Lf < -v < 0 as in §§1 and 2. Applying Itô's formula to fiftit)) where

irit), dit), ftit)) is a solution of (6.10), we can then show that ftit) —» a.
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(l < z < k) with probability pf to (2*_1[p(+(x) + p7(x)] = l).

The points £. = (l, Ö-, a.) are called distinguished boundary points.  We can

now pose the Dirichlet problem

Lu = 0       in G,

uix)-*f*,    x-^£*       il<i<k).

Theorem 6.2. Let the assumptions (T — T ) hold and let L be nondegenerate

in G — S.  Then there exists a unique solution of the Dirichlet problem (6.13). 'i

is given by the formula

"to = I. /¡>,*W + E fjpjix)     ix e S).
z'=l z'=l

This theorem extends easily to general domains G with a 22 U 2    boundary

component.

A  subsequent treatment  by  one   of us (M.P.) shows that condition (D) is

superfluous. The details will appear in a forthcoming publication.
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